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Fitting spatial models in the R package:
hglm
by Moudud Alam, Lars Rönnegård and Xia Shen

Abstract We present a new version of the hglm package for fitting hierarchical generalized linear
models (HGLM) with spatially correlated random effects. A CAR family for conditional autoregressive
random effects was implemented. Eigen decomposition of the matrix describing the spatial structure
(e.g. the neighborhood matrix) was used to transform the CAR random effects into an independent,
but heteroscedastic, gaussian random effect. A linear predictor is fitted for the random effect variance
to estimate the parameters in the CAR model. This gives a computationally efficient algorithm for
moderately sized problems (e.g. n < 5000).

1. Introduction

We present an algorithm for fitting spatial generalized linear models with conditionally autoregressive
(CAR; (Besag , 1974) ) random effects. The algorithm completely avoids the need to differentiate the
spatial correlation matrix by transforming the model using an eigen decomposition of the precision
matrix. It enables us to use already existing methods for hierarchical generalized linear models
(HGLM) (Lee and Nelder, 1996) and the algorithm is implemented in R (R Core Team , 2013) in the
latest version (version > 2.0) of the hglm package.

The hglm package (Rönnegård, Alam and Shen , 2010), up to version 1.2-8, provides an opportunity
for fitting HGLM with uncorrelated random effects using an extended quasi likelihood method (EQL;
(Lee et al., 2006)). The new version includes a first order correction of the fixed effects (”HL(1,1)
correction”), which is more precise than EQL for models having non-normal outcomes (Lee and Lee
, 2012). It corrects the estimate of the intercept term and thereby also reduces potential bias in the
estimate of the dispersion parameter for the random effect (variance component). The improvement
in terms of reduced bias is substantial for models with a large number of levels in the random effect,
which is often the case for spatial generalized linear mixed models (GLMM).

Earlier versions of the package allow modeling of the dispersion parameter but not the variance
component(s) of the random effects. Our algorithm for fitting CAR Gaussian random effects requires
the possibility to model these variance components. So, adding this option was a natural extension
to the package. The implementation enables the user to specify a linear predictor for each variance
component.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an introduction to Gaussian Markov
Random Fields, Section 3 presents eigen decomposition of the covariance matrix of the CAR random
effects and shows how it simplifies the computation of the model. Section 4 demonstrates its use in the
hglm package by using a series of examples and Section 5 presents simulation studies to demonstrate
the merits of the HL(1,1) correction, Section 6 concludes.

2. Gaussian Markov Random Fields in HGLMs

HGLM with spatially correlated random effects are commonly used in spatial data analysis (Cressie ,
1993). A spatial HGLM with Gaussian CAR random effects is given by

E[zs|us] = µs

g(µs) = ηs = XT
s β + Zsus

s = 1, 2, ..., n (1)

zs|us ∼ Exponential Family (2)

with zs|us ⊥ zt|ut, ∀s 6= t and

u = (u1, u2, . . . , un)
T ∼ N

(
0, Σ = τ (I− ρD)−1

)
(3)

where s represents a location identified by the coordinates (x (s) , y (s)), β is a vector of fixed effects,
Xs is the vector observed covariates at location s and us being the location specific random effects.
The D matrix in Equation 3 is some known function of the location coordinates (see e.g. (Clayton and
Kaldor , 1987)). We obtain a Gaussian Markov Random Field (GMRF) by restricting elements in D, e.g.
by letting D to be a neighborhood matrix whose diagonal elements are all 0 and off-diagonal elements
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(s, t) are 1 if locations s and t are neighbors.

With Σ = τI, i.e. no spatial correlation, this model may be estimated by using usual software
packages GLMM. However, for the general structure in Equation 3 estimation using explicit maxi-
mization of the marginal likelihood involves quite advanced derivations as a consequence of partial
differentiation of the likelihood including Σ with ρ and τ as parameters. In this paper we show that by
using eigen decomposition of Σ we can modify an already existing R package, e.g. hglm (Rönnegård,
Alam and Shen , 2010), with minor programming effort, to fit a GLMM with CAR random effects.

3. Simplification of GMRF model computation

The main difference between an ordinary GLMM with independent random effects and the GMRF is
that the random effects in the later case are not independent. In the following we show that by using
the eigen decomposition we can reformulate a GLMM with CAR (or GMRF) random effects to an
equivalent GLMM with independent but heteroscedastic random effects.

Lemma 1 Let ω = {ωi}n
i=1 be the eigenvalues of D, and V is the matrix whose columns are the

corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors, then

1
τ
(I− ρD) = VΛVT (4)

where Λ is diagonal matrix whose i:th diagonal element is given by

λi =
1− ρωi

τ
. (5)

Proof of Lemma 1

VΛVT = Vdiag
{

1− ρωi
τ

}
VT

=
1
τ
(VVT − ρV diag {ωi}VT)

=
1
τ
(I− ρD) (6)

It is worth noting that the relation between the eigenvalues of D and Σ was already known as early as
in Ord (1975). However, putting the eigenvalue relation in the context of HGLM, as described below
in this section, is to our knowledge new.

Re-arranging Equation (1) we have

η = Xβ + Z̃u∗ (7)

where, η = {ηs}, X = {Xs}, Z̃ = {Zs}V and u∗ = VTu. With the virtue of Lemma 1 and the
properties of the multivariate normal distribution we see that u∗ ∼ N(0, Λ−1). This model can now
easily be fitted using the hglm package in R. Further notice that, from Lemma 1, we have

λi =
1− ρωi

τ
= θ0 + θ1ωi (8)

where θ0 = 1
τ and θ1 = − ρ

τ . We can use an inverse link in a Gamma GLM to fit model (8), since
we have that u∗i ⊥ u∗j ∀i 6= j and V(u∗i ) = 1/λi from (7), which is straightforward in the HGLM
framework (Lee et al., 2006).

4. Implementation

The GMRF model is implemented in the hglm package (from version 2.0) by defining a new family
CAR(), possible to specify for the random effects. The “CAR” family allows the user to define a spatial
GMRF by specifying the D matrix determined by the known location coordinates. According to
Lemma 1, the "CAR" family is created using D with default link function “identity” for the Gaussian
random effects u and “inverse” for the dispersion model (6). When the “CAR” family is specified for
the random effects, the parameter estimates ρ and τ are given in the output in addition to the other
summary statistics of the dispersion models. The new input options in hglm are described in Table 1.
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Table 1: New options in the hglm function

Option Explanation
rand.family = CAR(D = nbr) The random effect has conditional autoregressive

covariance structure τ(I− ρD)−1.
Here nbr is a matrix provided by the user.

method = "HL11" The HL(1,1) correction of (Lee and Lee , 2012)
applied on the EQL estimates.

rand.disp.X = X Linear predictor for the variance component
of a random effect. The matrix X provided by the user.

rand.family = list(gaussian(),Gamma()) This option provides the possibility to have
different distributions for the random effects.

4.1. Example: Scottish lip cancer data set

The original data and its analysis by using empirical Bayesian method was presented in (Clayton and
Kaldor , 1987). Here we demonstrate how the data is fitted using the hglm package with the EQL
method.

library(hglm)
data(cancer)
logE <- log(E)
XX <- model.matrix(~ Paff)
m41 <- hglm(X = XX, y = O, Z = diag(56),

family = poisson(),
rand.family = CAR(D = nbr),
offset = logE, conv = 1e-8,
maxit = 200, fix.disp = 1)

summary(m41)

...
----------
MEAN MODEL
----------

Summary of the fixed effects estimates:

Estimate Std. Error t-value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 0.26740 0.20732 1.290 0.20893
Paff 0.03771 0.01215 3.103 0.00471 **
---
Signif. codes: 0 ’’***’’ 0.001 ’’**’’ 0.01 ’’*’’

0.05 ’’.’’ 0.1 ’’ ’’ 1
Note: P-values are based on 25 degrees of freedom
...

Dispersion model for the random effects:

Link = log

Effects:
.|Random1

Estimate Std. Error
1/CAR.tau 6.4866 1.7274
-CAR.rho/CAR.tau -1.1286 0.3030
CAR.tau (estimated spatial variance component): 0.1541647
CAR.rho (estimated spatial correlation): 0.1739958

The hglm estimates are exactly the same as those labelled as “PQL” estimates in (Lee and Lee , 2012).
Our “HL11 correction” results are similar to those reported in (Lee and Lee , 2012), e.g. their HL(1,1)
estimates were (intercept, β f pp, τ, ρ) = (0.238, 0.0376, 0.155, 0.174) whereas our HL11 correction gives
(0.255, 0.0377, 0.157, 0.174). A difference in HL11 results appears because (Lee and Lee , 2012) used
HL11 correction to their HL(0,1) whereas we apply the HL11 correction directly to EQL which is
slightly different from HL(0,1).
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4.2. Example: Ohio elementary school grades data set

We analyze a data set on the students’ grades of 1,965 Ohio Elementary Schools during the year
2001-2002. The data set is freely available on at http://www.spatial-econometrics.com/ as a web
supplement to LeSage and Pace (2009). The data set contains information on, for instance, school
building ID, Zip code of the location of the school, proportion of passing on five subjects, number of
teacher, number of student, etc. We regress the percentage passed (4th or 9th grade) in each school in
five subjects, Citizenship, Maths, Reading, Writing and Science, y on subject (factor), average Teacher’s
experience and Student by Teacher ratio as the fixed covariates,X. The statistical model is given as

yi,j,k = Xi,j,kβ + ui + vk + εi,j,k (9)

where i = 1, 2, . . . , 1967 (schools), j = 1, 2, . . . , 5 (subjects) and k = 1, 2, . . . , 801 (Zip codes), ui,k ∼
N(0, σ2

u), εi,j,k ∼ N(0, σ2
ej
), {vk} = v ∼ N(0, τ(I− ρW)−1) and W = {wp,q}801

p,q=1 is a spatial weight
matrix. We consider a distance, dp,q (measured from the latitude and longitude of the centre of the
Zip code area) of 0.25 as the threshold for considering two schools, in Zip code areas p and q as
neighbors. Using this neighborhood definition we construct wp,q = 1 if 0 < dp,q 6 0.25. For the rest
of the cases, with 0 < dp,q < 0.25, we use wp,q = 1/(4dp,q). This restricts wp,q in the interval [0, 1]. A
restriction of 0 6 wp,q 6 1 is not necessary (theoretically) but we observed that the absolute values of
wp,q are important for numerical stability of the estimation algorithm, as e.g. wp,q = 1/dp,q produced
non-convergence.

The above choice of threshold for neighbor definition is arbitrary. Because, the aim of this paper is
to demonstrate use of hglm for fitting spatial model rather than drawing conclusion from real data
analysis, we skip any further discussion on the construction of the weight matrix. Interested readers
are referred to LeSage and Pace (2009) for more discussion on the construction of the spatial weight
matrices. With the spatial weight matrix defined as above, we can estimate model (9) by using our
hglm package in the following way.

require(hglm)
data(ohio)
X1 <- model.matrix(~ Subject + TchExp + Stu.Tch, data = ohioGrades)
Zsc <- model.matrix(~ factor(School) - 1, data = ohioGrades)
Zsp <- model.matrix(~ factor(Zip) - 1, data = ohioGrades)
Xd <- model.matrix(~ factor(Subject), data = ohioGrades)
Rnd <- c(ncol(Zsc), ncol(Zsp))
hos1 <- hglm(X = X1, y = ohioGrades$y, Z = cbind(Zsc, Zsp),

family = gaussian(),
rand.family = list(gaussian(),

CAR(D = ohioDistMat)),
RandC = Rnd, maxit = 200, conv = 1e-4,
X.disp = Xd)

summary(hos1)

Call:
hglm.default(X = X, y = y, Z = cbind(Zsc, Zsp),

family = gaussian(),
rand.family = list(gaussian(), CAR(D = Dst)),
conv = 1e-04, maxit = 200, X.disp = Xd,
RandC = Rnd)

----------
MEAN MODEL
----------

Summary of the fixed effects estimates:

Estimate Std. Error t-value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 48.70524 2.36589 20.586 < 2e-16 ***
SubjectMath -4.53660 0.23519 -19.289 < 2e-16 ***
SubjectRead 0.51276 0.21811 2.351 0.01875 *
SubjectWrit 13.79614 0.27178 50.762 < 2e-16 ***
SubjectScie -3.45592 0.24346 -14.195 < 2e-16 ***
TchExp 1.16630 0.10174 11.463 < 2e-16 ***
Stu.Tch 0.15589 0.05063 3.079 0.00208 **
---
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Note: P-values are based on 7967 degrees of freedom
....
----------------
DISPERSION MODEL
----------------
....
Model estimates for the dispersion term:

Link = log

Effects:
Estimate Std. Error

(Intercept) 3.6646 0.0375
factor(Subject)Math 0.4976 0.0514
factor(Subject)Read 0.2981 0.0522
factor(Subject)Writ 1.0326 0.0505
factor(Subject)Scie 0.5865 0.0511
....
Dispersion parameter for the random effects:
[1] 175.295 1.007

Dispersion model for the random effects:

Link = log

Effects:
.|Random1
Estimate Std. Error
5.1665 0.0379

.|Random2
Estimate Std. Error

1/CAR.tau 0.0066 4e-04
-CAR.rho/CAR.tau 0.0000 0e+00
CAR.tau (estimated spatial variance component): 152.3572
CAR.rho (estimated spatial correlation): 0.005616645

The results suggest heteroscedastic variance for different subjects which is reasonable but it also
show that the spatial correlation between zip areas are negligible (ρ = 0.006). Overall, the students are
comparatively weak in Maths and Science than the other subjects. Both the experience of the teachers
and the Students/teachers ratio has positive effect on students’ success.

5. Simulation study

In this section we study the finite sample properties of the hglm estimates through a series of simulation
studies. First, we look at the improvement of HL11 in comparison to EQL. Then we focus on the
precision of the parameter estimator with spatial HGLMs.

5.1. Poisson-Gaussian HGLM with one random effect per subject

In this simulation study, there are 100 observations in the Poisson response and 100 levels in the
Gaussian iid random effect.

# A simulation study to compare EQL and HL11 estimates
# Poisson GLMMM
# No. of levels in the random effect = No. of observations
n <- 100 # No. of observations
p <- 100 # No. of levels in the random effect
Z <- diag(p)
sigma2u <- 1 # Variance of the random effects
mu <- 0 # Simulated intercept term
n.rep <- 100 # Number of simulation replicates
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Table 2: Average bias in estimate of parameters in the simulation study using the Scottish Lip Cancer
example†

Parameter True value Bias in the estimation methods
EQL HL11 correction

intercept 0.250 0.032∗ 0.025∗

β f pp 0.350 -0.001 -0.001
1/τ 0.667 0.080∗ 0.077∗

−ρ/τ -0.067 0.013∗ 0.013∗

τ 1.500 -0.100∗ -0.093∗

ρ 0.100 -0.028∗ -0.028∗
∗ Significantly different from 0 at 5% level;
† Both the EQL and the HL11 procedures did not converge in 117 iterations,
(out of 1000 replicates). The results summarizes convergent estimates.

set.seed(123)
results <- matrix(NA, n.rep, 3)
for (i.rep in 1:n.rep) {

u <- rnorm(p,0,sqrt(sigma2u))
eta <- mu + Z%*%u
y <- rpois(n,exp(eta))
hglm1 <- hglm(y = y, X = matrix(1, n, 1), Z = Z,

family=poisson(link=log),
fix.disp = 1, maxit = 100, method = "HL11")

results[i.rep,1] <- hglm1$fixef
results[i.rep,2] <- hglm1$varRanef
results[i.rep,3] <- as.numeric(hglm1$Converge == "converged")

}
colnames(results) <- c("Intercept","Variance component",

"Converged")
summary(results)

Intercept Variance component Converged
Min. :-0.388793 Min. :0.4561 Min. :1
1st Qu.: 0.001056 1st Qu.:0.7816 1st Qu.:1
Median : 0.084328 Median :0.9643 Median :1
Mean : 0.077295 Mean :0.9697 Mean :1
3rd Qu.: 0.162630 3rd Qu.:1.1359 3rd Qu.:1
Max. : 0.350930 Max. :1.6688 Max. :1

The same simulations using EQL give biased estimates of the Intercept and Variance component
with average values of 0.23 and 0.75, respectively, where the true simulated values are 0 and 1,
respectively. Hence, the HL11 gives a substantial improvement.

5.2. Poisson CAR model

We study the properties of the estimates produced by hglm by using a simulation study built around
the Scottish Lip Cancer example (see Section 2.4.1). We simulate data with same X values, offset and
neighbourhood matrix as in Section 2.4.1. We use true values of the parameters, after Lee and Lee
(2012), as (intercept, β f pp, τ, ρ) = (0.25, 0.35, 1.5, 0.1). The parameter estimates over 1000 Monte Carlo
iterations are summarized in (Table 2).

Both the EQL and HL11 correction are slightly biased for τ and ρ (Table 2) though the absolute
amount of bias is small and may be negligible in practical application. There were convergence
problems for some replicates, which was not surprising given the small number of observations
(n = 56) and that the simulated value for the spatial autocorrelation parameter τ connects the effects
in the different Scottish districts rather weakly. Nevertheless, for the converged estimates the bias was
small and negligible. The simulation results also revealed that the distribution of ρ̂ is very skewed
(see Figure 1), which was also pointed out by Lee and Lee (2012). However, the distribution of − ˆρ/τ
turned out to be less skewed than the distribution of ρ̂. This suggests, we might draw any inference
on spatial variance-covariance parameters in the transformed scale, θ0 and θ1.
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Figure 1: Density plot of the HL11 estimates of the spatial variance-covariance parameters from the
Monte Carlo simulations of Poison CAR model

5.3 Computational efficiency

Fitting a GMRF model for large data sets could be computationally challenging, especially for the
spatial variance-covariance parameters. Using our new algorithm in hglm, moderately sized problems
can be fitted efficiently. We simulated data for fitting a single CAR random effects family, with τ = 1.5
and ρ = 0.5, for different number of observations. Each GMRF model was fitted using the hglm
package on a single Intel® Xeon® E5520 2.27GHz CPU. The simulation for each number of observations
was repeated for 10 times. The results are summarized in Figure 2. Although the execution time
increases dramatically as the sample size grows, it is acceptable in most real-life applications. Based
on the same hardware setup, the simulation also indicated that for a sample size larger than 5000, the
computation took more than one day and required more than 4 GB RAM (results not shown).
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Figure 2: Execution time for fitting CAR family random effects using hglm.
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6. Conclusion

The hglm package is one of few non-Bayesian packages on CRAN to fit GLMM spatial models
where the fixed and random effects are estimated simultaneously. We have shown how the HGLM
framework, allowing linear predictors to model variance components, can be exploited to fit a CAR
model. This gives a computationally efficient algorithm for moderately sized problems (n < 5000).
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